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Colonial Property, Private Dams, and Climate Change in Virginia

Jill Fraley

Abstract: Dams have been a significant part of flood prevention and management systems in the United States, dating back to the systematic efforts of the Tennessee Valley Authority and, less systematically, long before that. Dealing with flood management in Virginia presents unique challenges because of a colonial legacy that allows most dams in Virginia to be privately owned. Through a mechanism called King’s Grants, some Virginia landowners hold title not simply to property surrounding a navigable waterway, but also to the soil beneath the river and to dams crossing the river. Such ownership of the soil of large, navigable waterways is unique to this particular type of land grant as it has been construed by the Virginia Supreme Court. Dam management is a significant issue for public safety for two reasons. First, roughly 20% of Virginia’s dams fall within the high hazard category, which means that significant loss of life and property would result from a breach. With climate change indicating a greater likelihood of high magnitude storms, dam failures are all the more anticipated. Private ownership causes unique challenges in this regard because expenses of dam renovations tend to far exceed the means of private landowners who hold title to roughly three-fifths of the dams in the state. Second, flood management requires coordinated and comprehensive action, which is a far greater logistical challenge when dams are managed and operated by more than a thousand individual landowners within the state. Despite those challenges, this article argues that such a comprehensive approach is the only option in the face of significant storm risks and sea level rise.
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I. Introduction

Quite reasonably, few texts attempt to address the breadth and complexity of property rights created in the early American colonies. Charters and grants established property in North America just as many feudal systems of property were disappearing within England. Additionally, the British Crown

---

1 Assistant Professor of Law and Director, Center for Law & History, Washington & Lee University School of Law.
2 Will Sarvis, Land and Home in the American Mind, 22 J. NAT. RESOURCES & ENVTL. L. 107, 116–17 (2008–09) (“To some extent the states of the eastern seaboard continued an ancient Anglo and European practice which, in some cases, had begun to disappear in the Old World.”).
repeatedly altered its approach to grants and charters to fit the types of resources and economies of its colonies by, for example, switching from initial claims to mines of silver and gold to seeking profits from agricultural activities.\(^3\) The inheritance of a system itself in a period of substantial transformation combined with an attitude of experimentation within the colonial enterprise to generate a rich variety of property rights within the new colonies.\(^4\) Some of those rights have decreased in significance over time, but in other circumstances unusual rights have remained or even increased in significance. One such example of the latter case is private ownership of navigable rivers and their subaquatic soils.

The point of departure within the British common law and also within United States law is that navigable waterways and their subaquatic soils are vested in the sovereign for the use of the public as a whole.\(^5\) Within Virginia, the state Supreme Court has held that such rights may have been alienated from the public prior to the American Revolution through a specific type of grant known locally as a King's grant.\(^6\) As a result, navigable rivers in Virginia may be claimed by private parties, who in many cases own private dams. This article describes the history of such private rights within Virginia and examines the consequences of private ownership and operation of dams for the management of floods and extreme storms, which are anticipated to increase substantially with climate change.

II. Unique Colonial Property: The King’s Grant

A. Property in Rivers and Submerged Lands

Within the British common law at the time of the American Revolution, property rights in rivers, submerged waters, and fisheries depended primarily on the categorization of the river as navigable or non-navigable. As John Davies explained in 1762,

There are two kinds of rivers; navigable and non navigable. Every navigable river, so high as the sea flows and ebbs in it, is a royal river, and the fishery of it is a royal fishery, and belongs to the king by his prerogative; but in every other river non navigable, and in the fishery of such river, the ter-tenants on each side have an interest of common right.\(^7\)


\(^{5}\) See Martin v. Lessee of Waddell, 41 U.S. 367 (1842) (stating that the land grant to the Duke of York is held by the king in trust for his people).

\(^{6}\) See Kraft v. Burr, 476 S.E.2d 715 (Va. 1996) (holding that the King had power to convey land under navigable waters to private persons).

Thus, non-navigable rivers, by default, transferred with the surrounding property. Fishery rights naturally accompanied such rights to the underlying soils.8

Under British law, the basic approach to property was that the King “was the ultimate owner of all the lands he ruled.”9 Therefore, the navigable rivers were held in trust for the public as a whole by the King. While the King was owner of such property, “the common people of England have regularly a liberty of fishing in the sea, or creeks, or arms thereof, as a public common of piscary, and may not, without injury to their right, be restrained of it.”10 Such rights could be abrogated within “creeks or navigable rivers,” but only where “either the king or some particular subject hath gained a propriety exclusive of that common liberty.”11 With the American Revolution, the King’s rights became vested in the newly created American states and “the people of each state became themselves sovereign; and in that character hold the absolute right to all their navigable waters and the soils under them for their own common use, subject only to the rights since surrendered by the Constitution to the general government.”12

This position is, of course, only a default. Such “soil below low-water mark is the subject of exclusive propriety and ownership, belonging to the State on whose maritime border, and within whose territory it lies,” but such public ownership remains “subject to any lawful grants of that soil by the State, or the sovereign power which governed its territory before the declaration of independence.”13 A private party may hold such lands “by the king’s charter or grant; and this is without question. The king may grant fishing within a creek of the sea, or in some known precinct that hath known bounds, though within the main sea. He may also grant that very interest itself, viz. a navigable river that is an arm of the sea, the water and soil thereof.”14 Both the default of public ownership and the possibility of private ownership were memorialized within the Virginia Code.15

The default of public rights had to be considered against claims of private owners to navigable rivers and their soils — an issue complicated by the long history of experimentation in the charters issued by the King for lands in North America.16 Over time, charters and their interpretations in North America followed a “trend downward toward easy tenures ... to the detriment of the king’s interests.”17 More and more commonly, rights that had been held to the King were, at least in part, transferred either to private parties or to governing persons or corporations within the colonies. Such trends are significant here only in that such variation among charters and grants across nearly two centuries of colonial government means that determining the precise character of rights acquired involves specific inquiries into each individual grant.

---

8 See William Blackstone, Commentaries on the Laws of England: Book the Second 262 (5th ed. 1825) (“Yet is seems only to be reasonable, where the soil of the river is equally divided between the owners of the opposite shores: for if the whole soil is the freehold of any one man, as it must be whenever a several fishery is claimed, there it seems just (and so is the usual practice) that the eyotts or little island, arising in any part of the river, shall be the property of him who oweneth the piscary and the soil.”).
10 Martin, 41 U.S. at 412.
11 Id.
12 Id. at 410.
13 Smith v. Maryland, 59 U.S. 71, 74 (1855).
16 See Barnes, supra note 9, at 4 (stating that charters are “not by any means all alike.”); see also Charles Andrews, The Colonial Period of American History: England’s Commercial and Colonial Policy 4 (Yale Univ. Press, vol. 4 1938).
17 Id. at 10.
The process and corollary burdens of such inquiries are of considerable concern when it comes to navigable waters and submerged lands because those cut against the default position of public ownership. As the Supreme Court observed in 1847, “[t]he dominion and property in navigable waters, and in the lands under them, being held by the king as a public trust, the grant to an individual of an exclusive fishery in any portion of it, is so much taken from the common fund.”18 Thus, the Court held that “grants of that description are therefore construed strictly — and it will not be presumed that he intended to part from any portion of the public domain, unless clear and especial words are used to denote it.”19

Debates over the proper construction of grants that might or might not include a navigable waterway have continued for centuries now. By 1771, for example, the city of London claimed ownership of the soil of the river Thames, a claim that was later challenged by others.20 Within the United States, following the rule of strict construction, the vast majority of cases involving private ownership of navigable waterways and their soils have found in favor of public ownership and refused to recognize the rights claimed by private parties by virtue of their King’s grants.21

B. King’s Grants in Virginia

The Virginia Supreme Court most recently addressed this issue in Kraft v. Burr, holding that the King could (and did) grant to private owners exclusive fishing rights in navigable rivers and, therefore, private property in the river bottoms.22 For a particular subset of grants, often referred to as King’s grants, this case had the effect of standardizing the Crown intent to privatize navigable waterways, effectively removing the burdens of proving private ownership.23 The Virginia Supreme Court justified its opinion by finding that the U.S. Supreme Court, for its part, had recognized the rights of the states to interpret grants within their own territories, even where interpretations may remove lands from the public trust.24 To determine whether such a right exists in Virginia landowners, the court simply looks to whether or not the predecessors in title appear to have received specifically a grant of the soil of the river.25

In light of the article included in this symposium issue by James Jennings and Erin Ashwell entitled “English Common Law Grants under Virginia Law: Rivers, Tides and the Taking Clause,” no further history of the King’s grants will be provided here.26 For the purposes of this article, the primary point is that the King’s grant in Virginia has allowed for private ownership of navigable waterways and the construction of privately owned and operated dams along those waterways.

---

18 Martin, 41 U.S. at 411.
19 Id.
21 See, e.g., Den v. Assoc. of the Jersey Co., 56 U.S. 426 (1854) (refusing to find private title in lands below the low-water mark because the soil under the public navigable river belonged to the state); Martin, 41 U.S. at 411 (finding that a transfer of rights in the navigable water soils were held by the private party by virtue of his powers of government of a colony rather than as a private owner and therefore vested in the state with the American Revolution).
III. Virginia Dams

A. Ownership

The Commonwealth of Virginia contains 1,637 regulated dams, which gives it the eighteenth most dams per state. Of those dams, 632 are managed by the Department of Conservation and Recreation. The remaining dams are operated by private parties. Within Virginia, a total of 1,077 dams are owned privately. Some of these are owned by sophisticated operators, such as companies producing hydroelectric energy. The remaining dams are owned by private parties who manage the dams primarily for another purpose, such as recreation. The Goshen Dam, for example, is owned by the Boy Scouts of America.

B. Operation and Management

As an initial point, the operation and management of dams depends on the type of structure. Some dams are simply earth and rock-fill embankments, which are virtually watertight and simply hold water to a certain point and release excess via an overflow channel or spillway. Other dams have much more sophisticated potential — the ability to create controlled releases of water, whether the water level is high or low. For example, Dominion Power in Virginia makes such controlled releases and provides public information on them via their website. In Virginia, such decisions are primarily made by the private owner of the dam, subject only to state water quality requirements. Anecdotal information suggests that private owners may also make controlled releases when requested by county emergency planners on an ad hoc basis.

From a regulatory perspective, dam management in Virginia is vested in the Virginia Department of Conservation and Recreation (DCR), which is primarily tasked with monitoring dam safety and floodplain management. Management is a limited task in Virginia. A primary part of this task is the
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28 Id.
29 Id.
30 Id.
31 Id.
35 See GOSHEN DAM SAFETY REPORT, supra note 32, at 1.
classification of dams. Dams are classified based on potential loss of human life or property damage if it were to fail. “Hazard potential classifications” descend in order from high to low, high having the greatest potential for adverse downstream impacts in event of failure. The Virginia Soil and Water Conservation Board has provided a “Guidance Document on Impounding Structure Hazard Potential Classifications,” which contains procedures for determining the hazard class of a dam.

Regulations require that any owner of an impounding structure must obtain a Regular Operation and Maintenance Certificate every six years. Applications must contain such information as: an operating schedule including the operation of control gates, spillways and drains; a maintenance plan and schedule; an inspection schedule; inspection reports; and, in some cases, an Emergency Action Plan. An Emergency Action Plan (EAP) is required for each High and Significant Hazard Potential Dam. It is the dam structure owner’s responsibility to develop, maintain, exercise and implement an EAP, which is submitted every six years.

IV. Privately Owned Dams and Climate Change

A. Operation of Private Dams in Virginia

Notably, what is not a part of the Virginia DCR structure of dam regulation/management at the state level are directives related to the management of water levels and controlled releases of the dam. Those are left within the control of individual owners. Upon initial examination this might not seem to have vast implications, as surely private dam owners can be expected to strive to prevent flooding if only to minimize the possibility of their personal liabilities.

The situation is, however, much more complex. First, there are multiple goals that may be obtained through the management of water levels and controlled releases. These include, for example, flood damage reduction, navigation, power production, water quality, water supply, and recreation. Without governmental direction as to how to prioritize these various goals, private parties are likely to make their own decisions about how to pursue these varied — and often compelling — goals. For example, in the operation of the Goshen Dam, the privateowner has “maximized existing spillway capacity” during the winter months for aesthetic and recreational reasons, which ultimately led to “detrimental water quality downstream ... due to the sediment-laden discharges that occur during the winter months.”

With respect to water quality, there are regulations allowing the Virginia Department of Environmental Quality to direct a private owner to operate the dam differently. Such provisions do not exist systematically for other goals, such as flood damage reduction. Second, and more importantly, while an individual dam operator may attempt to minimize the likelihood of a dam contributing to flooding, or even attempt to proactively prevent flooding through lowering water levels in advance, such interventions would be, at best, ad hoc and unsystematic.

By way of contrast, consider, for example, the Tennessee Valley Authority’s (TVA) complex system of river management. TVA uses reservoir operating guides to provide a system for moving water through the river network. The TVA also maintains a sophisticated River Forecast Center where

---

40 See GOSHEN DAM SAFETY REPORT, supra note 32, at 3.
“[r]iver schedulers continually monitor weather conditions and water quality data, as well as water availability and demand — all with the goal of routing water through the river system to provide the most public value given changing weather conditions and water needs.”\(^{43}\) Networked or comprehensive management of the river system allows the TVA greater control and flexibility when approaching major storm events, which are likely to increase with global climate change. Individually controlled dams in Virginia leave a significant portion of Virginia’s dams (roughly three-fifths) unavailable to participate in such emergency management operations.

B. Possibilities of Public Ownership?

Given that private ownership of navigable waterways and their subaquatic soils continues to be a topic of debate and public concern in Virginia,\(^{44}\) it is only natural to ask whether it is possible for the public to gain control over these waterways. In light of the Virginia Supreme Court’s current position on this issue, such governmental appropriation of private dams would be a taking. Takings are acceptable for “public uses,”\(^{45}\) for which flood and storm control in times of disaster would qualify.\(^{46}\) However, such takings would still require compensation.\(^{47}\)

In the next section, this article considers the liabilities of private dam owners both under traditional tort principles and under current Virginia regulations related to the safety and maintenance of dams, as well as the liabilities of governmental entities to consider whether it might be in the best interest of private land owners to consider a voluntary transfer to the state — or at least a voluntarily surrender of the operation of dams — allowing the state to set priorities for water management and to make a determination as to whether it would be in the state’s best interest to accept such transfers.

V. Dam Operation Liabilities: Incentives to Forego Property Rights?

A. Private Dam Owners’ Liabilities

An owner of a private dam in Virginia is defined as the owner of the land on which an impounding structure is situated, the holder of an easement permitting the construction of an impounding structure, or any person or entity agreeing to maintain an impounding structure.\(^{48}\) According to the Virginia Dam Safety Act, “[t]he owner shall be responsible for liability for damage to the property of others or injury to persons, including, but not limited to, loss of life resulting from the operation or failure of a dam.”\(^{49}\)

Traditionally, a variety of common law claims have supported damages against dam owners or operators in the event of flooding. Luckily, there is not a wealth of case law available on dam failures within the United States. With that said, there are enough cases to outline the parameters of potential liabilities. First, strict liability may be available for an inherently or abnormally dangerous business operation. In Clark-Aiken Co. v. Cromwell-Wright Co., a Massachusetts court permitted a strict liability


\(^{44}\) Citizens, particularly fly fishermen, continue to challenge private ownership of navigable waterways. See, e.g., Roy A. Hoagland, Anglers learn that fishing in some VA rivers is at their own risk, BAY JOURNAL (Sept. 2011) [http://www.bayjournal.com/article/anglers_learn_that_fishing_in_some_va_rivers_is_at_their_own_risk](http://www.bayjournal.com/article/anglers_learn_that_fishing_in_some_va_rivers_is_at_their_own_risk).


\(^{46}\) In considering the public use of a property, factors would include a project’s economic, environmental, and social ramifications. Id. at 474 n.2.

\(^{47}\) Id. at 472 n.1.


claim in the case of dam failure where the impounding of water via a dam was determined to be an “abnormally dangerous activity.” Whether any activity is “abnormally dangerous” and thus subject to strict liability is to be determined on a case-by-case basis, which considers (1) the degree of risk created by the activity, (2) the gravity of the harm that may result, (3) whether the risk cannot be eliminated by the exercise of reasonable care, (4) whether the activity is not a matter of common usage, (5) whether the activity is appropriate to the place where it is carried out, and (6) the value of the activity to the community as laid out by the Restatement 2d Torts § 520. Within the Commonwealth of Virginia, there are indications that strict liability would apply, at least in the event of the failure of a dam. Akers v. Mathieson Alkali Works, a 1928 Virginia case, cites to Shearman & Redfield on Negligence, 6 ed., Cyclopedia of Law and Procedure (40 Cyc. 684), and Ruling Case Law (27 R.C.L. 1210) to establish strict liability in the case of dam failure.33

Second, if strict liability were not available, claimants could pursue an action for negligence. In order to show liability for dam failure on the basis of negligence the plaintiff must show that the alleged negligence in the construction or maintenance of the dam was the proximate cause of the plaintiff’s injury. The plaintiff must meet this burden by a showing that (1) the negligence of the defendant caused the failure of the dam and (2) the failure of the dam caused the damage complained of. In addition, it seems likely that a private party would be unable to delegate this duty to another who might be constructing or maintaining the dam. The Supreme Court of Appeals of Virginia held in Bowers v. Town of Martinsville that preservation of banks of a canal during construction of a bridge was a non-delegable duty.34 Following this line of reasoning, a dam owner would remain liable even if a contractor or subcontractor acted negligently.

Third, trespass claims have also been found viable for water entries onto neighboring land. The Supreme Court of Virginia in Cooper v. Horn held that plaintiff’s theory of trespass to land by the discharge of a large volume of water constructed by the defendant was properly put before a jury.35 Notably, a showing of negligence is not a required element of the cause of action for trespass.36

One important consideration in these cases will be whether or not the defendant-dam owner can take advantage of the “act of God” defense. This defense may not apply when an owner has the option to control or mitigate circumstances and may not apply where human agency was a cause contributing to the flood damage. Furthermore, and perhaps most importantly in light of increasing storm damage and frequency, the act of God defense may not apply if a storm is not unprecedented. Currently, Virginia requests capacity for a storm dropping 28–38 inches of precipitation within 24 hours. Additionally, recent history shows Virginia storms with 18 inches in 8 hours and 30 inches in 16 hours.

Finally, in addition to the potential for tort or statutory liability in the event of flooding, dam owners are also liable for bringing dams into compliance with state regulations, which are changing to accommodate more severe and frequent storms. Current estimated costs of bringing each private dam into compliance with regulations is at least $1.75 million, but is more likely between $4 and $6 million. The average dam is 50 years old and costs will continue to increase with age. Dam owners will be required to face these costs even without the arrival of a disastrous event.

51 Akers v. Mathieson Alkali Works, 144 S.E. 492, 495 (Va. 1928).
52 See 19 AM. JUR. 2D Proof of Facts 75 (1979) (setting forth the burden of proof).
53 159 S.E. 196, 202 (Va. 1931).
55 Id. at 406.
56 Id. at 408.
B. “Bystander” Liability of Private Dam Owners

An important distinction must be made between the potential levels of liability for the private dam owner. As noted above, traditional common law causes of action provide liability for dam failures as well as flooding resulting directly from the operation of the dam. A different question is presented by the lack of preventative actions or the mere existence or arrangement of the dam within the water system.

With that said, the most recent case on point suggests that such liability may well exist. In Robinson v. United States, the Fifth Circuit considered whether there could be liability for aggravating the effects of Hurricane Katrina. The Court noted that the size and configuration of the Army Corps of Engineer’s interventions within the city of New Orleans had “aggravated the storm’s effects on the city and its environs.” This approach to liability suggests that more than simply negligent activities may give rise to liability; dam owners and operators may have an affirmative duty to consider their role in the movement of water through the river system in the event of extreme weather events.

C. Governmental Liabilities

If the Commonwealth of Virginia took over operation and/or ownership of private dams, the state would not inherit the same liabilities as those of the private owner. Examining potential liabilities from design and construction of levees in the case of In re Katrina Canal Breaches Litigation, the Fifth Circuit found that the government, specifically the Army Corps of Engineers, could not be held responsible because of the discretionary function exception to the Federal Tort Claims Act.

In U.S. v. Gaubert, the U.S. Supreme Court established a two-part test for determining whether a government action is a discretionary function. Discretionary functions “involve an element of judgment or choice” and “government actions and decisions based on considerations of public policy.” Such a definition is likely to fit governmental actions balancing the various priorities of managing the flow of a watercourse such as navigation, power production, recreation, and flood and disaster control.

VI. Conclusion

The colonial legacy of unique private property rights in Virginia raises a specific set of problems for climate change. Rising sea levels and storms of increasing frequency and magnitude demand detailed planning and preparation. Private dams, particularly when operated to maximize other social goods such as recreation, prevent optimal management of river systems within the state.

In light of the possibilities of systemized river management and the significant liabilities that dam owners do and will face with climate change, this article suggests that the Commonwealth needs to determine the degree to which storm surges and flooding could be managed through systematized regulation of the river system. If enough water can be controlled through private dams that have the capacity for controlled releases, the state may wish to consider a program to allow relinquishment to these dams that have the option of controlled releases. In such a program, the state would take possession, moving management to the DCR, and assuming liability and costs of currently needed repairs. Acting with discretion, the DCR would be unlikely to have liability for dam failures and the DCR

---

57 In re Katrina Canal Breaches Litigation, 696 F.3d 436, 441 (5th Cir. 2012).
58 Id. at 436.
60 Id. at 323.
would have the opportunity to work pro-actively, using system-wide management to deal with storms and flooding.